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About This Game

Freebie is a casual game where you launch a ball against a paddle and hit a green surface. Be careful not to hit the red surfaces
or you'll lose a life!

Two Game Modes:
-Normal mode

-Epilepsy mode (This mode is unsuitable for those prone to epileptic seizures.)
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Publisher:
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Freebie should actually be a Free game...
What you do in this game is you toss a ball at a spinning stick. Hoping to get it to the other color (or colour). And that's what you
do for the whole game. Oh and you get three lives. But, if you really into puzzle games and wanting something cheap... Here's
your game. If IIf I saved my money, I could've spent $5 at KFC, to buy chicken!
. That's a moderately adequate game boi.. Good Game) :D. Addicting High Score Game. great plot and amazing ending.

I strongly recommend that game :)
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its way too easy to beat this game. repetitive.. Very misleading. Game was not free. It took $.59 out of my Steam wallet that I
can never get back. After this crushing realization I decided to give the game a try since I'm stuck with it now. It is incredibly
simple yet more difficult than I first thought. I thought I would only put a few minutes into it but now I have the desire to get all
of the achievements...

*Update*

I got all the achievements! Seeing as the game took me about the same amount of time to play as I paid for it I have decided to
not refund it.. Abosolutely fun. Need 100% concentrating after the 30 point. Its a time killer, if your looking for something
casual.. The developer is really keen to reply to commends about the bug. Regarding the issue of unable to run the game, It
seems that you will need to update the gpu, which is kinda strange for such a game which does not requires much graphics.

If you are really interested in trying this game, take your time and get the momentum of the spinning and u should be able to
clear and get the 50 achievement and continue up, my highest score is 62 and I have to admit this is tiring and straining to your
eyes unless you are really good at reaction games.

I would rate this game 8/10 and I have to say currently my time is to farm the cards as I finished the game with an hour.. GG
LOGO BIG
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